Neurosurg Focus 38 (1):E5, 2015 P rimary low-grade brain tumors such as astrocytomas, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumors, or gangliogliomas (GGs) are often associated with epilepsy. 19, 26, 27, 32 GGs are especially responsible for a large proportion of patients with drug-resistant seizures, particularly when located in the temporal lobe.
es of WHO Grade I GGs are reported for approximately 1% of patients; recurrence rates increase to 25%-33% for atypical WHO Grade II tumors and to 38%-60% for WHO Grade III tumors. Atypical transformation into a WHO Grade II or III tumor is seen in 9.2%-10.3% and 2.5%-5.2% of patients, respectively. 2, 15, 16 One reason for recurrence is incomplete resection after lesionectomy. Moreover, malignant transformation, and thus poor tumor control, has been associated with incomplete resections in the past. 10 Other factors associated with unsatisfactory seizure and clinical outcomes are atypical or even high-grade GGs (WHO Grades II and III), lesions located in the vicinity of or within eloquent brain areas leading to subtotal lesionectomy, and duration of epilepsy longer than 1 year. 6, 16 The use of intraoperative high-field MRI (iopMRI) and neuronavigation might contribute to improvement in the extent of resection, seizure control, and neurological outcome in patients suffering from lesional drug-resistant epilepsy. 18, 21, 22 In this study, we examined 69 adult patients suffering from GGs who underwent surgery in our hospital to determine predictive factors for seizure control, tumor recurrence, and neurological deficits over a shortterm and a long-term period.
methods patient population
From a total of 402 consecutive patients who underwent surgery for drug-resistant epilepsy at our department between December 2002 and April 2013, we performed 74 surgical procedures in 69 patients in whom the histopathological diagnosis was WHO Grade I, II, or III GG (Table 1) . We analyzed these cases retrospectively by screening the patients' charts, surgical documents, and MR images. In addition to demographic data, included items were surgery with or without the use of iopMRI and neuronavigation, extent of resection (gross-total resection [GTR] , subtotal resection, biopsy), tumor volume, residual tumor evaluated on long-term postoperative MRI, tumor recurrence, presence of drug-resistant epilepsy or sporadic seizures, number of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) taken before and after the operation, postoperative neurological deficits, seizure outcome, recurrence of tumor, and reoperation.
Written informed consent was obtained from each patient. The local ethics committee approved the use of iopMRI.
Of 69 patients, 51 met the criteria for drug-resistant epilepsy according to the proposal by the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE).
14 Furthermore, we retrospectively classified the seizure type according to the recent ILAE proposal. 1 All these patients underwent an extensive presurgical investigation according to the epilepsy protocol of the Center of Epilepsy, University Hospital Erlangen, which is described in detail elsewhere. 21, 23 Additional magnetoencephalography (MEG) was performed in 9 patients using a 74-channel two-sensor system (Magnes II or whole-head MEG system; 4-D Neuroimaging). Nine patients presented with first-time sporadic seizures and received scalp electroencephalography and 1.5-T MRI. In the remaining 9 patients, no history of seizures was present.
data Acquisition and Analysis

Localization of Eloquent Brain Areas and Fiber Tracts
We identified the Broca and Wernicke centers and the motor cortex (hand and foot areas) in 10 patients using functional MRI and blood oxygenation level-dependent imaging with stimulation paradigms as described previously. 8, 21 All functional MRI protocols consisted of a localizer scan (scanning time 6 seconds), high-resolution echo-planar imaging (25 continuous slices of 3-mm thickness, TE 60 msec, TR 2470 msec, image matrix 64 × 64, FOV 240 mm), and T1-weighted 3D magnetizationprepared rapid-acquisition gradient-echo sequences (for language area localization: slice thickness 1 mm, TE 60 msec, TR 2470 msec, image matrix 256 × 256, FOV 192 mm, scanning time 7 minutes 30 seconds; for motor area localization: slice thickness 1 mm, TE 60 msec, TR 1580 msec, image matrix 256 × 256, FOV 192 mm, scanning time 3 minutes 13 seconds). Imaging was conducted on a 1.5-T MR clinical whole-body scanner (Magnetom Sonata, Siemens Medical Solutions).
In 15 patients major white matter tracts such as pyramidal, visual, or language tracts were detected using the diffusion tensor imaging technique. In short, water diffusion in brain tissue is directed by the anatomical structures, such as the white matter fibers. Applying special MRI sequences enables the calculation and 3D visualization of the fiber tracts, which is also known as "tractography." In our setting, we applied a single-shot spin-echo diffusionweighted echo-planar imaging sequence (slice thickness 1.9 mm, TE 86 msec, TR 9200 msec, image matrix 128 × 128, FOV 240 mm). The optic radiation, pyramidal tract, and the arcuate fascicle were reconstructed with this method as described previously. 21 To calculate the minimal distance between eloquent brain areas, fiber tracts, and the GG, we used the "ruler" function of the iPlan software and scanned the proper MRI slices in every axis.
Intraoperative Electrocorticography
In 12 patients, intraoperative electrocorticography (ECoG) for guidance of resection and identification of the epileptogenic zone was used. We applied one or a combination of up to four 4-or 6-contact subdural strips, 4-contact depth electrodes for hippocampal and amygdala positioning, or 32-electrode subdural grids (Ad-Tech Medical Instrument Corporation and PMT/Permark Corporation). The cortex exposed through craniotomy was monitored by an electrode rack consisting of 16 surface electrodes. 17 The correct anatomical positions of the electrodes were confirmed by iopMRI. In all 12 patients, a distinct epileptogenic area was defined from the ECoG measurements according to interictal spike activity, leading to "tailored" resection. In each patient, this area corresponded to the resulting resection volume that we segmented using the neuronavigation software.
Definition of the Extent of Resection
Using the iPlan 2.6 neuronavigation software (Brainlab AG), we screened the appropriate initial intraoperative T2-weighted MR images and segmented each lesion man-ually in every axis using the ruler function of the software. The resulting tumor volume was calculated by the software and was defined as the maximum tumor mass that could be achieved for GTR.
We defined subtotal resection as a volume reduction of 90%-99% and GTR as complete removal of the segmented tumor mass. In cases of re-resection, remnant tumor volume was measured by comparing the corresponding initial preoperative and intraoperative MR images, and a new outline of the remaining tumor contours was obtained using our neuronavigation software.
Surgical Workflow
Details of the intraoperative workflow and setup have been published before. 13, 21 In summary, imaging started after inducing general anesthesia and rotating the patient into the iopMRI scanner (1.5-T MRI, Magnetom Sonata Maestro Class, Siemens Medical Solutions). The intraoperative sequences were acquired as described previously. 21, 22 Overall, the mean intraoperative scanning time was 13.9 minutes. The data set was fused with preoperative functional MRI data using our neuronavigation software (iPlan 2.6, Brainlab AG). We used the T2-weighted images for segmentation of the lesion and coregistration of functional data (Fig. 1) . After planning the ideal trajectory, we transferred the navigation plan to the surgical microscope (OPMI Pentero, Zeiss). Coregistration of preoperative and initial intraoperative MRI sequences with anatomical structures was performed with a median error of 1.4 ± 0.7 mm of the navigation system.
surgical technique
With the aid of navigational trajectory and superimposing the boundaries of the segmented lesion, the skin flap and craniotomy were planned before the skin incision. Lesionectomy was performed using the microsurgical technique. If the neurosurgeon had the impression that the intended resection extent was reached and/or he was too close to the displayed boundaries of eloquent brain areas or white matter fiber tracts, an intraoperative control MR scan was acquired. In cases of resectable residual lesion, surgery was continued, and completeness of the lesionectomy was documented in the final iopMRI before the closing procedure. In cases in which the residual tumor mass was considered impossible for resection because of its proximity to eloquent brain regions, we performed the standard dural closure and reinsertion of the skull bone right away.
Definition of Postoperative Neurological Deficits
Clinical investigation of neurological deficits was performed before surgery, on the day of discharge, 3 months after surgery, and, most recently, for completing the follow-up data for this study. If a patient suffered from postoperative complications that caused only minor limitations such as upper visual field deficits, discrete aphasia, or latent monoparesis, we considered that patient to have a "mild neurological deficit." Manifest hemiparesis, complete hemianopia, or global aphasia leading to a dependency on further care or immobility was referred to as a "severe neurological deficit."
Definition of Seizure Outcome
The most recent Engel classification system was applied to evaluate postsurgery seizure outcome. 5 Engel Classes Ia, I and II, and III and IV were defined as excellent, favorable, and poor outcomes, respectively (Tables 1 and 2 ). The patients' neurological and seizure outcome data were obtained by follow-up examinations in the University Hospital Erlangen Epilepsy Center in the outpatient department and via telephone interviews.
statistical Analysis
Statistics were performed to identify correlations between dependent variables and seizure control. Potential confounding variables were the use of neuronavigation/ iopMRI, eloquent or noneloquent localization of the lesion, and drug-resistant and sporadic seizure occurrence resulting from the unbalanced sample sizes. Continuous variables are presented as medians with 1 SD and included age at surgery, age at seizure onset, duration of epilepsy, preoperative tumor volume, and residual tumor volume. These variables were assessed by repeated-measures 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). To meet the requirements for a normal distribution, we examined each variable independently with a Shapiro-Wilk test. For homogeneity of variances, a Levene test was used. Bonferroni posthoc adjustment for multiple comparisons was used when differences displayed statistical significance.
Categorical variables were analyzed using the Fisher exact test. Seizure outcomes were dichotomized as excellent seizure control (Engel Class IA) or persistent seizures (Engel Class IB-IV). The SPSS statistical software package 21.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois) was used for statistical analysis. Significance was accepted when the p value was less than 0.05.
results patients, symptoms, and surgeries
For detailed demographic descriptions, see Table 1 . (Table 2) . Twenty-one patients underwent surgery without the use of neuronavigation and iopMRI. Although the proportion of patients with excellent seizure control was higher in the neuronavigation/iopMRI group (73% vs 58%, respectively), statistical analysis revealed no significant differences between the 2 groups (p = 0.48).
Functional neuronavigation was applied in 15 patients with lesions located near eloquent brain areas ( Table 1) . The minimal mean distance between eloquent brain structures and the tumor was 1.6 mm (range 0-10 mm).
Extent of Resection
Of 69 patients, complete resection was confirmed by late MRI 3 months after surgery in 60 cases (87%). GTR was a strong significant predictor of excellent seizure control (p = 0.007). Three of 5 patients with a WHO Grade I GG underwent a second surgery on recurrences despite the use of iopMRI and neuronavigation during the first surgery. The other 2 patients first had conventional surgery and then underwent surgery including neuronavigation/iopMRI at the time of the second surgery.
Multimodal navigation/iopMRI was used in a total of 48 patients, including in 2 biopsies performed because of the highly eloquent location of the lesion. In the remaining 46 cases, iopMRI confirmed complete resection in 33 patients (72%). Remnant tumor mass was identified in 13 (28%) of 46 patients by iopMRI (Fig. 2) . In 4 of those patients, further resection was discontinued because of the tumor's proximity to eloquent brain areas and fiber tracts. After resegmentation of the residual tumor and update of neuronavigation (Fig. 1) , the total resection rate was improved by 9 patients up to 91% (42 of 46), with 1 patient's tumor remaining incompletely resected (Table 2) . It is interesting to note that 5 of those patients whose tumors were intraoperatively re-resected remained tumor free during the observational period and had excellent seizure control. In addition, the use of iopMRI for the detection of GTR was a strong significant predictor of freedom from seizures (p = 0.001).
Of the 21 patients who underwent surgery without neuronavigation/iopMRI, 67% (14 of 21) had no residual tumor mass or recurrence appear in late follow-up MRI. Late MRI follow-up scans were available for 66 (95.6%) of 69 patients. The type of surgery, preoperative tumor volume, and morphological results of the GG had no impact on seizure outcomes (Table 2) .
Neurological outcomes
Transient neurological deficits were noted in 1 patient (1.4%) who experienced a visual field deficit and loss of visual acuity, which resolved completely within weeks. Mild permanent neurological deficits occurred in 4.3% (3 of 69) of the cases; 1 patient had a mild Wernicke aphasia, and 2 patients suffered from contralateral upper visual field defects. A severe neurological deficit was seen in 1 patient (1.4%) who suffered from a progressive global aphasia and spastic hemiparesis after biopsy of an atypical thalamic GG.
Seizure Outcomes
Altogether, excellent seizure control was achieved in 70% (42 of 60) of the patients and favorable seizure outcome in 95% (57 of 60) of the patients suffering from epilepsy preoperatively (median follow-up time 55.5 ± 36.2 months). In patients with drug-resistant epilepsy, 67% (34 of 51) were seizure free after surgery. The proportion of seizure-free patients taking AEDs was 41% (21 of 51), and the proportion was 26% (13 of 51) for those whose seizures were Engel Class IA after discontinuation of AEDs. Patients with sporadic seizures were completely seizure free in 8 of 9 cases. In our statistical analysis, we found age at surgery and age at seizure onset to be predictive variables for seizure outcome. Younger patients (28.6 ± 12.9 years) with earlier epilepsy onset (17.3 ± 13.3 years) were more likely to become seizure free than older patients (45.7 ± 12.4 years; p = 0.02) who developed seizures at a later age (33.0 ± 23.9 years; p = 0.05). The factors sex, eloquent or noneloquent localization, type of seizures, and duration of epilepsy were not associated with a statistically significant difference regarding seizure control.
The largest proportion of seizure-free patients with (27) 70 (19/27) 100 (27/27) 0 (0/27) 0.531 ‡ Cystic + calcified lesion (14) 64 ( temporal GG was achieved when the lesion was located outside the temporomesial structures (86% vs 59%; p = 0.011). As an indirect effect of intraoperative re-resection of remnant tumor mass using neuronavigation/iopMRI, the number of patients with excellent seizure control was increased from 37 (62%) of 60 to 42 (70%) of 60 patients. After 1 year, follow-up data were available from all the patients, and 46 of 60 (77%) of them had excellent seizure control. At 2 and 4 years after surgery, seizure-free rates were 77% (41 of 53) and 74% (28 of 38), respectively. Five years after surgery, 33 patients were available, with 79% (26 of 33) having excellent seizure control. Preoperative determination of the seizure focus using MEG was performed in 9 patients and intraoperative ECoG for tailored resection in 12 patients. However, neither one of those methods had a statistically significant effect on seizure outcome in this series (MEG p = 0.23, ECoG p = 1.0). Comparing the types of surgery, we also found no differences regarding seizure control (Table 2) .
general surgical complications
No severe surgical complications such as intracranial hemorrhage, meningitis, or death occurred in this series. One (1.5%) of 69 patients suffered from an iatrogenic pneumothorax after preoperative implantation of a central venous catheter in the subclavian vein. After a thoracic drain was placed for 3 days, the patient was brought to the general ward in stable condition. Left hemispheric brain edema occurred in another patient who presented with right-sided transient hemiparesis, which resolved completely under oral application of dexamethasone for 1 week.
Postsurgical Follow-Up
Overall, 2 (3.3%) of 60 patients died during the observation period. One patient with an anaplastic GG died as a result of tumor progression despite combined radiochemotherapy. The other patient, with a WHO Grade I GG, died of malignant lung cancer.
discussion
In this study, we analyzed the impact of the level of resection and the implication of iopMRI combined with neuronavigation during surgery of GGs in patients suffering mainly from focal epilepsy. We found a high rate of incompletely resected tumors during surgery by using iopMRI. Thus, our proposed surgical protocol included an immediate second-look surgery, which improved the resection rate. The improved resection rate even transformed to a higher percentage of seizure-free patients at the end of follow-up, compared with patients who underwent surgery without neuronavigation/iopMRI. In addition, we demonstrated that this approach leads to excellent long-term seizure outcome. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first published series on iopMRI and neuronavigation involving a large number of patients suffering from GG.
Because an optimal seizure outcome is associated mainly with complete resection in patients with GGs, Especially in extratemporal lesions located close to eloquent brain areas, surgery is challenging, and even experienced surgeons tend to overestimate the extent of resection. 3, 25 Results of iopMRI in glioma, pituitary, and epilepsy surgery underline the benefits of intraoperative resection control. 4, 13, 18, 20 In combination with a neuronavigation system, these methods complement one another and increase the number of complete resections. In epilepsy-associated benign lesions such as GGs, use of this technique may decrease the instances of poor seizure control resulting from incomplete resection. 3, 11, 22, 28 In this analysis, complete resection was accomplished in 87% of the patients, as seen in late follow-up MR scans. Moreover, in 91% of the patients who underwent surgery including neuronavigation/ iopMRI, use of iopMRI determined complete resection. The positive confirmation of this early estimation of the resection extent, which certainly is vulnerable to internal measurement errors caused by, for example, intraoperative bleeding, insertion of a hemostyptic agent, or edema, was provided by late follow-up MR scans. Compared with total resection rates between 61% and 76% reported after "conventional" surgery without the use of intraoperative resection control, our results are very promising. 9, 16, 24, 31 Although the patients who underwent surgery that included neuronavigation/iopMRI had lesions close to eloquent brain areas, and therefore had a higher risk of incomplete resection than those patients who underwent surgery without the multimodal approach, we achieved better results regarding excellent seizure control (73% vs 58% Engel Class IA). Although GTR for the whole study population and GTR after the first intraoperative highfield MR scan for the subgroup using this multimodal approach were identified as one of the prognostic factors for freedom from seizures, one has to keep in mind the different sample sizes used for the statistical analysis (see "Study Limitations" below). Against this background, we conclude that our approach improves seizure control up to 88% (34 of 42 seizure-free patients with confirmed GTR as determined by first iopMRI scan). Compared with existing series, an Engel Class I outcome was reported in 63%-79% of patients undergoing epilepsy surgery. 29, 32 In a 2012 literature review by Southwell et al., 24 the proportions of seizure-free adult patients with GGs were reported to be between 45% and 100%. However, 13 of 19 of the listed studies consisted of small case series (≤ 30). In the remaining series, 63%-86% of the patients remained seizure free, with a higher proportion of non-eloquent localization of GG and, consequently, a higher chance of GTR. Thus, our study clearly demonstrates the positive impact of iopMRI and neuronavigation guidance, with which excellent seizure control was reached in 13 cases despite the inclusion of GGs located in highly eloquent brain areas.
Against our expectations and contrary to results in previously published reports, 6, 15 patients with lesions located in the temporomesial region were less likely to achieve excellent seizure control than those with an extratemporal mesial location (59% vs 86%, respectively). One reason could be the type of resection or resection extent. However, in our series, no statistically significant differences concerning these 2 factors were found. In our series, young patients whose seizures began early in their lives were more likely to become seizure free than were elderly patients who developed seizures at a later age (p = 0.02 and 0.05, respectively). These findings are consistent with those in the existing literature. 15, 16 
study limitations
The major limitations of this study are its retrospective nature and the lack of randomization in terms of patients undergoing surgery with or without neuronavigation/ iopMRI. Because of the unbalanced sample sizes favoring the use of iopMRI and neuronavigation versus conventional surgery, there is a selection bias accompanying our chosen methodological approach. Moreover, possible confounding variables are conceivable when comparing group effects. With this background, statistical differences should be interpreted carefully. In epilepsy surgery, the small number of cases and the tedious nature of drugresistant epilepsy make it extremely difficult to conduct well-powered randomized controlled trials. In our case, we have to justify refusing an available sophisticated, modern technology, such as multimodal neuronavigation, in order to have controls, which in our experience is accepted by few patients.
The accuracy of neuronavigation depends on the registration and errors, which may be the source of inadequate resection and postoperative neurological deficits. Shifting of brain tissue as a result of the loss of cerebrospinal fluid or simply the amount of tissue that is resected leads to a shifting of brain structures once it is taken away. 12 We counter this problem by using iopMRI and updating neuronavigation data during the course of surgery. This technology, of course, leads to a prolonged operation time and requires more financial and human resources than does conventional surgery. Regarding the display of eloquent brain areas and white matter tracts, awake craniotomy with electrocortical stimulation is considered the gold standard for mapping those areas and defining critical brain structures. However, awake surgery and subcortical mapping entail a variety of problems, including the risk of severe anxiety during the procedure, pain during surgery, and generating epileptiform after-discharges with concomitant failure of awake cortical mapping.
conclusions
To our knowledge, this is the first report on the application of neuronavigation and iopMRI for surgery in a large number of patients suffering from GG-associated epilepsy. Our results reveal a high rate of complete tumor resection with low neurological morbidity and mortality rates. Because GTR seems to be a key factor for tumor recurrence and seizure control, our data underline the value of intraoperative resection control resulting in a high number of seizure-free patients. In our opinion, the application of this sophisticated method is justified for improving overall outcomes in this rare patient group.
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